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јಶ።
ૺЅጏିܕѐࢋଂְܫᆵᐛშྮੈચଠ̝טనࢍ
̶ࡁژտĂ͍д A T M / I P ܫᆵᐛშྮ۞ጾଠט
(Congestion Control)ăײΨ̯Ꮪଠ(טCall Admission Control)
ͽ̈́ቢ఼ੈშྮ۞ቢྤଠ(טRadio Resource Control)ă
ೱ͘ଠ(טHandoff Control)ᄃΑதଠ(טPower Control)ඈࡁտ
ᛉᗟĂѣஎˢ۞ࡁտᄃјڍᚥĄ

Ŝ

92ѐޘၷᒔ઼ࡊົࡁտረ

ૺିдܫᆵᐛშྮੈચଠ̝ט
ࡁտ̶ژనࢍĂ೩˞ࡶ̒ૄώ۞ᇴጯ
͞ੈژ̶ֽڱચଠ۞טనࢍયᗟĂ֭ଳ
ϡ˞ָ̼ԫఙĂд႕֖րڇચݡኳ
ࢋՐ˭Ăրटณ̼̂Ąֱᇴጯ
̶ڱ͞۞ژΒ߁ֹϡ queueing theory ă
signal flow graph ă Manson’s formula ă
residual theoremٕ large deviation theory
ֽଯጱᒔրېၗᖼொ፟தĄֱᇴ
ጯ͞ڱдੈચଠ۞טநኢ̶ژᑕზѣࢦ
̂۞ጯఙ౹֍ᄃநኢࡎĂՀᙱਕΞෳ۞ߏૺିஎˢଣ
дҖજ఼ੈրቢྤგநયᗟ̚۞րనࢍણᇴĂֹࡁ
տјڍՀ၁ϡᆊࣃĄ
ૺି˵ߏӀϡംᇊݭԫఙ(Intelligent Techniques)ኜт
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ͻទᏭநኢăͻᙷৠགྷநኢăٕᙷ̝ৠགྷშྮᑕ
ϡٺܫშྮੈચଠ۞טѝഇጯ۰̝˘Ąଂଵฤநኢ̶ژ
ٙזܫშྮੈચଠ۞טඕ̈́ڍ᎕۞གྷរĂၹ˞ޙд఼
ੈშྮੈચଠ۞טᅳાۢᙊ(Domain Knowledge)Ą೩ം
ᇊੈݭચଠ(טIntelligent Traffic Control)۞ࡁտ͞ڱĂ˵೩
າ᎖۞ଠטጡրߛၹᄃ፟טĂιߏௐ˘࣎ᓁЪրّਕ
ณീăրΞϡྤ̈́ڇચݡኳࢋՐٙ൴ण۞˘࣎ͽۢᙊ
ᄃณീࠎૄᖂ۞ੈચଠטĄѣࣧؕ౹ຍ۞ംᇊݭଠט
၆ੈચଠࡁ۞טտѣ˞ࢦ̂۞ᑝĂιΞᆧΐրटณĂܲ
ᙋڇચݡኳĂ͍д఼ੈშྮֽᑕ;кត۞შᅫშྮк
ಫវྤੈڇચ(Internet Multimedia Services)ĂՀਕдੈચଠ
ࢬ͞ט൴೭ਕ˧̈́ड़ڍĄ

វᚥְᖹ
ૺЅጏିдҖજ఼ੈրቢྤგந̶ژనࢍѣמ
јڍĂߏ઼ᅫۢЩ۞ࡁտጯ۰Ă൴ܑ࿅ 150 ቔኢ͛ă 22
࣎ӀĞΒ߁Ϧኛ̚۰ğăᔘѣ 3 ώЪ३ᚱĂপҾۢЩٺ
ቢྤଠטăଵଠטăΑதଠੈ̈́טચଠטඈ࠹ᙯࡁտ
ᛉᗟĂдҖજ఼ੈրቢྤგநనࢍ̶ژѣ
ధкࢦࢋᚥĄ൴ܑٺIEEE۞ࢦࢋࡁտഇΏ̈́
३ᚱ૱జ͔ϡĂခᄅధкଂְੈ఼ܫᅳા̝ࡁ
տˠࣶĂ၆ٺ೩ᛸޢซ̙ዶ˧Ąૺିٺጯఙ
ࠧᄃயຽࠧᒔረᇴĂഅᒔ઼ࡊົ۞ࡁտ
ረĞ92-94 ѐޘğă IEEE FellowĞ95 ѐޘğᄃ̚
઼̍रጯົ̝̍ିረĞ95 ѐޘğĄᖰ
۞ࡁտ౹үјڍͷ̂ࢦᇆᜩّ̈́౹ౄّ۞ Ŝ 94ѐᄃ઼ܫछࢍݭ൪ࡁտဥฤણణ˯ঔϹ఼̂ጯ
ᚥĂЕᓝᄲځт˭Ĉ
˘ăጯந౹າٕᑕϡԫఙࡎ͞ࢬĈ
1. ฟ൴ࡶ̒ૄώᇴጯࡁտ̈́͞ڱָ̼ԫఙ̶ֽژቢ
Җજ఼ੈրቢྤგந۞నࢍયᗟĂ఼ֹੈր
۞टณਕૉ̂ͷڇચݡኳĞQoSğਕૉჯܲᙋĄ
ֱᇴጯ͞ߏڱᑕϡ˞ଵฤநኢă S i g n a l f l o w
graphă Manson’s formulaă residual theorem ̈́ large
deviation theorem ֽଯጱր۞ېၗொᖼ፟தĄֱ
̶͞ژёᇾϯૺିдቢྤგநనࢍયᗟநኢ
̶ࡎ̂ࢦ۞ژĂТॡ˵៍၅˞րనࢍણᇴĂֹ
̶ژඕڍՀ၁ϡᆊࣃຍཌྷĄ
2. ଂְኜтͻទᏭநኢᄃᙷৠགྷშྮඈംᇊݭԫఙᑕ
ϡٺҖજ఼ੈրቢྤგந۞АጱࡁտĂߏྍᅳ
ા۞ѝഇࡁտጯ۰Ăдംᇊݭቢྤଠטጡ۞న
ࢍฟ൴Ăͽдநኢ̶̈́ژ၁ᅫրछགྷរ۞ domain knowledge Ăणன˞૱۞ਕ˧Ąૺି೩˞
າ᎖۞ቢྤଠטጡߛၹᄃଠטֽ፟טᆧૻրट

ࡊԫˠ͛ᙯᘃд̮ڌ
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ณᄃ႕֖րݡኳڇચఢቑĂֱംᇊݭଠטጡᏉЪ
˞րّਕณീăΞϡրྤăᄃQoSᅮՐĂߏௐ
˘࣎ፋЪKnowledge-basedᄃMeasurement-based۞న
ࢍĄтѩ۞ംᇊݭଠטጡ၆ٺቢྤგநѣࢦ̂۞
ᇆᜩĂ͍Җજ఼ੈրֽநᑕ; I n t e r n e t
multimedia services۞ੈચ̙ቁّ̙̈́ؠΞീّĂ
ࣇՀਕ൴೭ड़ৈĂֱംᇊݭቢྤଠטጡਕϖܲ
ڇચݡኳֹ֭րटณᆧΐ̂ ٺ10ƦĄ
˟ăםӄயຽ൴णᒻड़͞ࢬĈ
1. ૺି၆઼छ۞఼ੈயຽ఼̈́ੈିֈ˵ѣࢦ̂۞
ᚥĄд࿅Ν۞30ѐĂࢵАڇચٺϹ఼ొࡁܫտٙ
(னࠎ̚රࡁܫտٙ)12 ѐĂڇચഇมዋెԧ઼͔ϡ
ᇴҜϹೱր(76 ѐ)ĂϤٺր͔ϡܐഇ̙ᘦؠͷ
ใĂдᓁԊ̈́ܜٙ۞ܜϯ˭Ăጱ઼̰ˬछᇴҜϹ
ೱր۞ԫఙෞҤĂග̟༊ॡܫᓁԊޙᛉĂ၆ޢٺ
ֽԧ઼ᇴҜϹೱրπᘦјΑ۞ྻүѣࢦࢋᚥĄ
Ŝ

92ѐலຽᖃᄃ၁រވጯϠЪᇆ

2. ૺିϫ݈ڇચٺϹ఼̂ጯ̍ܫጯրĂ̫֞ 18
ѐĂጯఙࡁտдҖજ఼ੈրቢྤგந۞౹າ
ᚥĂֹૺିјࠎ˘Щ઼ᅫۢЩጯ۰Ăᒔ̿ࠎIEEE
FellowĂТॡд઼̰Ϻࠎ˘ЩజᄮΞ۞ܫछĄҋ
84ѐፉЇϹ఼ొܫҋϤ̼̝̈؎ࣶĂ၆ԧ઼
ܐܫഇฟٸҋϤ̼ᑕѣԼࢭ౹ౄّஎᚥĄഅЇௐ
˟ᄃௐˬҖજ఼ੈຽચฟ̝ٸᆶᛉ؎ࣶᄃ̍ԫ
ఙ̶̝ΡะˠĂͽ̈́შຽચฟ̝ٸᆶᛉ؎ࣶĂт
̫έ៉Җજ఼ੈຽચ̝ቿݎ൴णᑕΞొЊᕩΑܐٺ
ഇ۞Ӆ˧ᄃᚥĄ
3. ૺିഅд82ѐ~93ѐፉЇགྷᑻొԫఙᆶߤ؎ࣶົ؎
ࣶĂഇมםӄᅃጱૄځăᇃ྿ă̓ੈăം֣ඈ఼ੈᇄ
छĂଂְ GSM ፟͘ă Switch ă Router ඈጱّயݡ
ٕᙯᔣԫఙ۞ฟ൴Ăέ៉༊̫дҖજྖᄃϹೱྮϤ
ጡயຽ۞൴྿Ă˵ΞᕩΑם۞ٺӄ드ጱĄ
4. ૺିдିֈొፉЇᜪયαѐഇม(84ѐ~88
ѐ)Ă᎕ໂଯજĶௐ˟ഇ఼ੈିֈԼซࢍ൪ķĂ
యఢထ఼ੈିֈ۞ᗟኝăኝ̰ट̈́ٙ
ᅮన౯Ăధк̂ጯ۞፟ᄃྤੈրٙӮצৈࣥ
Ăಧؠԧ઼̂ጯ఼ੈିֈܐՎ۞ૄᖂਕณĄ

5. ૺିഅםӄം֣ࡊԫ൴ण(1)ăᇴፂ఼ੈშ
ྮࢫҲใ৶͔࠹ڱ፟த̈́͞ڱ྅ཉĄ
(2)ăᑕϡੈ఼ٺშྮ̝̯Ꮪଠڱ͞טĄ(3)ăᑕ
Ŝ 94ѐᄃ઼ܫछࢍݭ൪Ᏹ̳ވТ̥ણణҘщϹ఼̂ጯ
ϡ͉˙ٺშྮϹೱጡ̝ྙ፟טᄃቤጡଠ
טĄј̙ڍĂ̙ҭ྿јؠϫᇾĂ၆ޢᜈԫఙથݡ
˵ֽមˠ۞ዚָᒻĂ྿זயጯ։р̢જᙯܼĄࡁ
տјڍᒔ̚රϔ઼Ӏ൴ځௐ071199ཱིă઼࡚Ӏ
(Ӏཱིቅ 5,633,858)Ąםӄా㝭̳Φྋՙய ݡANX-
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3000Ядనࢍ˯జଠ෦ܬᝋયᗟĄૺି೩ֻ˞ᆵᐛ
ᕜפన౯(Broadband Access Equipment)րߛၹྤफ़
̈́ॡม̶к̍(Time Division Multiplexing)నࢍ˯
ଳ͞פё˘ਠّĂගԈ㝭̳Φ઼࡚ޠޠڱरĂͽഇ၆
ѩనࢍܬᝋ෦ѣٙӄৈĄᄃ఼ٙЪүࡁ൴Ԇјܧ
ТՎ็Ꮾሀё఼ੈშྮ۞ੈચଠט፟טĂѩࡁ൴јڍ
̏Ϧኛᒔ̚රϔ઼Ӏ൴ځௐ081238ཱིᄃ઼࡚Ӏ
(Ӏཱིቅࠎ5,812,526)Ă၆έ៉఼ੈயຽ۞൴णѣӄ
ৈᄃᚥĄ

ࡁտ౹үण୕
ૺЅጏିܕѐࡁտ౹үࢋдܫᆵᐛშྮ۞ੈચଠ
טĂ͍д ATM/IP ܫᆵᐛშྮ۞ጾଠ(טCongestion
Control)ᄃײΨ̯Ꮪଠ(טCall Admission Control)ͽ̈́ቢ఼
ੈშྮ۞ቢྤଠ(טRadio Resource Control)ăೱ͘ଠט
(Handoff Control)ᄃΑதଠ(טPower Control)ඈࡁտᛉᗟĄ
д ATM/IP ܫᆵᐛშྮ۞ጾଠטᄃײΨ̯Ꮪଠ͞ט
ࢬĂ೩˘ͻੈચଠטጡనࢍĂѩనࢍਕТॡந
ATM/IPშྮጾଠײ̈́טΨ̯ᏚଠטĂགྷ࿅ዋ༊г
Ᏼፄѩͻੈચଠטጡ۞ᏮˢણᇴĂԁචሀϼᄦү
ੈચଠטछۢᙊͻٺଠטఢ̰Ăมֹϡ̂
ณଂଵฤநኢ۞̶ژඕڍĂГӀϡཏჸԫఙ
(clustering technique) ̈́ૄЯႊზڱĞgenetic
a l g o r i t h m ğָ̼ԫఙֽనࢍѩͻఢะЪ
Ğfuzzy rule setğĂֹፋֹ࣎ϡώੈચଠטጡ̝ATM/
IP შྮրਕૉྻү˘ٺਫ਼ଠ۞טᒖဩĂֹ҃ր
ՀᘦؠăјሢĄሀᑢඕڍពϯଳϡѩͻੈચ Ŝ ᄃጱࡁտϠЪᇆ
ଠטጡ̝ A T M րਕͧ็۞࠹ඈटณ͞ڱ
Ğequivalent capacity methodğᒔࡗ 11% ̝टณᆧৈĄд
ቢ఼ੈშྮ۞ቢྤଠ(טRadio Resource Control)ăೱ͘
ଠ(טHandoff Control)ᄃΑதଠ(טPower Control)ඈࡁտᛉ
ᗟĂࢵѨ೩၆Ķາ͘ײΨķ̈́Ķೱ͘ײΨķТॡ೩ֻቤ
ᇶхֽഴ̈ܡதĂซ҃೩چրٚྶੈચटณĄ(ࡁտ
˵၁ᅫ҂ᇋ˞ֱଵฤ۞າ͘ײΨ۞ᗓฟĂϤײٺΨ۰̙
۞Я৵Ăֱ̈́ଵฤ۞ೱ͘ײΨ۞ୢĂౄјࣇᗓฟೱ
͘ડҭ̪ϏజјΑгೱ͘Ą)ࡁտඕڍјΑг̶࣎ژቢ఼
ੈրኑᗔ۞ೱ͘યᗟĂιӀϡ˞ S i g n a l - f l o w g r a p h ̈́
Mason’s formulaֽᒔາײΨ̈́ೱ͘ײΨ۞ܡ፟த̈́ඈ
ޞॡมĄ(˘ָ࣎۞̷౷ܼᇴĂѩܼᇴϡ̶ֽ੨ቢ఼ྤ
̶ҾගາײΨ۰Ă̈́ዋ༊۞ቤ̂̈˵Тॡ̟ͽՐֹ
րਕྻүд̈۞ܡ፟தĄ)
̫ޢᚶᜈଳϡາݭ൴ण۞ംᇊڱ͞ݭĂּт Cellular
Neural Networks ඈĂᑕϡٺາё۞ቢᕜפրĂּт
OFDMA/SDMA ඈĂͽഇֹր൴೭̂۞Αड़Ą

ࡊԫˠ͛ᙯᘃд̮ڌ
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ረຏ֏
ܧ૱ຏᔁ઼ϲϹ఼̂ጯ७۞ܜଯᖧ̈́ෞᆶ؎ࣶ
۞࠻ࢦĂѩѨਕֱЩጯ۰ЩЕĶ̮ڌረķ
Ăৌߏం̂۞ၷᚹĄТॡ˵ࢋຏᔁԧ۞ጯϠᄃछ
ˠĂ͍ߏԧ͉͉ĄЯࠎѣጯϠ۞Ӆ˧ᄃछˠ۞͚
ᄃခᐽĂ̖ѣԧ̫͇۞јಶᄃረၷᚹĄϏֽՀ᎕
ໂӅ˧ăՐמĂͽഇ၆઼छۤົઇՀѣຍཌྷ۞
Ŝ

Бछ

ᚥᄃ;Ą

၆ĺ̮ڌረĻ۞ഇ୕
Ķ̮ڌረķᑢረᐽд፟ 0 ྤੈ 0 ఼ੈࡊԫă፟ୠ 0
Մफ़0ਕࡊԫă̼̍0Ϡۏ0ᗁ̍ࡊԫͽ̈́ˠ͛ᙷĲۤ
ົڇચĳඈα̂ᅳાĂ၆έ៉ۤົѣវᚥٕј
ಶְᖹ̝ࡁտጯ۰ٕ౹үछĄ̮ڌ፟۵Њѣࢨ̳Φ̈́
࠹ᙯЋຽߏ઼̰ᅲಱЩ۞̳ΦĂĶ̮ڌረķ۞ᒔ၆
ԧ҃֏Ăѣం̂۞ခᄅĂឰԧॎጬ̙̏Ă࠹ົܫᚶᜈ
Ӆ˧ͽഇ၆઼छۤົઇՀ̂۞ᚥᄃ;Ą
ࢬ၆͒˘͵ࡔ۞ۢᙊགྷᑻᄃඈπ͵ࠧ۞ॡĂέ៉
дܛ᎑α઼ඈૻ̂ᚮ˭ۋĂՀᑕ᎕ໂ൴णࡊԫࡁտĂ
ۢᙊயຽ̼ăயຽۢᙊ̼ĂБ઼ᓂШඕЪĂፖШᓑ༖Ă
Г౹έ៉ࡊԫயຽ۞؈ᖹĄࡊ̮ڌԫ͛ିૄͽົܛ፬
ᐽώ˿ࡊԫࡁտ൴णࠎࢋ؟ў̝˘Ă౹నѩĶ̮ڌ
ረķֽ፬ᐽ౹າࡁտˠࣶĂ΄ˠະׂĄТॡ˫അኛ።ب
ረ۰Ăᆷࣇረ۞͕ྮ።ᄃࡁտ͕Ăᓞ֙ጬ
ᄃᔥ̙҃۞ჟৠĂ˞ۍĶࡊԫˠஎਆྮķ˘३Ă
ឰѐܦˠͽࠎጯ௫۞ቑĂซ҃ޙϲ᎕ໂ۞ˠϠ៍Ă˵
΄ˠຏهĄЯѩԧഇ୕Ķ̮ڌረķਕዋ༊гᕖ̂ᏱநĂ
Ķ̮ڌረķ̏ޙϲ˞ι۞ᓏ୕Ăረ̝ၷՀٺረܛ
۞ᗝޘĄ

History of Achievement

Ŝ
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Prof. Chang Chung-Ju is well recognized for his
extraordinary contributions to the design of radio resource
management for mobile communication systems. He has
published over 150 papers, 22 patents (10 granted in
United States and 12 granted in Taiwan), and 3 books,
which have motivated many researchers, as evidenced in
citations of important EEE Journals and other literature.
He has particularly distinguished himself in the area of
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radio resource management such as radio resource control, power
control, and traffic control. These honored him to achieve the
Outstanding Research Award in 2003-2005, be promoted to an
IEEE Fellow in 2006, and receive the Outstanding Engineering
Professor Award from Chinese Institute of Engineers in 2006.
His contributions are summarized as follows.
1. Prof. Chang Chung-Ju has developed fundamental mathematical methods and adopted optimization techniques to analyze
design problems in radio resource management for mobile
communication systems so that system capacity is maximized
and QoS requirement is guaranteed. These mathematical methods apply queueing theory with signal flow graph, Manson’s
formula, residual theorem, and large deviation theory to derive state-transition probabilities. These analytical approaches
mark several breakthroughs in the theoretical analysis of these
radio resource management problems. Also, he investigates
system design parameters in the radio resource management
problem, which are very valuable.
2. He has conducted pioneering research in applying intelligent techniques such as fuzzy logic theory and neural networks to radio resource management in mobile communications systems. He demonstrated exceptional ability
in developing intelligent radio resource controllers based
on domain knowledge obtained from expert’s experiences
and numerical results from theoretical analysis. Ŝ ᄃ၁រވጯϠЪᇆ
Additionally, he proposed novel architectures and mechanisms for these radio resource controllers to enhance system
capacity and fulfill quality-of-service (QoS) requirements.
These intelligent controllers, incorporated system performance
measures, available system resources, and QoS requirements,
lead to the development, for the first time, of a knowledgebased and measurement-based design for resource
management. Also, they have significant impact on the radio
resource management, especially when coping with imprecision and uncertainty of Internet multimedia traffic in future
wireless communication systems. These intelligent controllers for radio resource management can always guarantee system QoS requirements and improve system capacity by an
amount of more than 10%.
Moreover, Prof. Chang Chung-Ju has significantly contributed to communications industry and education in Taiwan. Over
the past 30 years, he spent the first 12 years at Telecom Labs,
Ministry of Transportations and Communications, Taiwan, where
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he once conducted the technical assessment of digital switching
systems when the systems were firstly introduced in Taiwan in
1987. The smooth and successful introduction of the digital
switching system in Taiwan has his great contribution. He then
joined in National Chiao Tung University 18 years ago as an
associate professor, where he has distinguished himself in the
research of resource management for communications systems.
His accomplishments reflect him as a renowned technical leader,
which are stated below.

Ŝ
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1. As a nationally recognized expert, Prof. Chang Chung-Ju has
joined in the Telecommunication Deliberate Body, Ministry
of Transportation and Communications (MOTC), Taiwan,
since 1995. He has been selected as a Technical Leader Member of the Review Committee and the Planning Committee for offering 2G and 3G
mobile phone services as well as the fixed
network services of Taiwan, in 1996, 2000,
and 1999, respectively. Nowadays, the successful achievement of Taiwan’s No. 1 penetration rate of mobile communications services (>110%) should be partly credited to
his effort and contributions. He also served
as a Committee Member of the Technical
Review Assembly, Ministry of Economics Affairs, to facilitate government-sponsored wireless communication projects
initiated by local companies. The prosperous industry of mobile phone development in Taiwan is also partly due to his
leadership and contributions.
2. He has served as the principal investigator for several projects
from National Science Council and Ministry of Education.
Also, he was Dean of the Office of Research and Development at National Chiao Tung University, responsible for the
coordination of five excellence research projects from the
Ministry of Education (total 30M USD for four years) and
affairs related to intellectual property management.

Technical Contributions
1. Prof. Chang firstly proposes to provide finite queues for both
new and handoff calls for minimizing blocking probabilities
and increasing total carried system traffic. It realistically considers reneging of queued new call due to caller impatience
and the dropping of queued handoff calls as they move out the
handoff area before being accomplished successfully. Signal-
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flow graph and Mason’s formula are used to obtain the blocking probabilities of new and handoff calls and the average waiting time. Moreover, an optimal cutoff parameter and appropriate queue size for new and handoff calls are determined so that a proposed overall blocking probability is
minimized.
2. He studies a pulse-code-modulation (PCM) realization
of the strength-based and the SIR-based power control
mechanisms. Optimal design parameters such as the step
size and the power control mode for these two power Ŝ
Бछ
control mechanisms are obtained. Many main findings
are presented, such as the strength-based power control mechanism has a higher outage probability but greater stability than
the SIR-base power control mechanism.
3. Prof. Chang successfully analyzes a hierarchical cellular system with overflow scheme, where the system supports finite
buffers for new and handoff calls. Interesting system phenomena show that because of the provision of the overflow scheme,
design parameters of guard channel and queue size in microcell could be negligible, while these parameters in the overlaying macro-cell are significant. Furthermore, a cost function is heuristically proposed not only to justify the above statement but also to determine the optimal guard channel pattern
and the appropriate queue-size pattern for the hierarchical cellular system.
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